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Instructions 
 

1. Fold the Pear Pizzazz cardstock in half for card base. 
2. Ink up the flower stem from Wild about Flowers in Old Olive ink and stamp several images on the 

large piece of white cardstock.  Stamp the flower stems at various heights.  Repeat with the Pear 
Pizzazz ink.   

3. Stamp the flower heads with the Daffodil Delight ink, the Watermelon Wonder ink and the 
Tangelo Twist ink. 

4. Stamp some of the stems on your scrap paper first and then just add the stems to the bottom of 
the “field” as more stems of grass. 

5. Lightly sponge Pear Pizzazz ink along the bottom of the card to form the grass.   
6. Very lightly sponge Soft Sky ink around the flowers at the top of the card to form the sky.  Try to 

avoid sponging over top of the yellow flowers.  Make a more definite line at the grass line by 
making the ink darker. 

7. You could sponge some additional Old Olive ink along the bottom of the card to make that grass 
appear darker. 

8. Colour one of the epoxy accents with a sharpie marker.  Let it dry.  
9. Stamp the saying from the Remembering Your Birthday stamp set with Tangelo Twist ink on the long 

thin piece of white cardstock. 
10. Use the hexagon punch to make a perfect flag at the end of the saying.  Use the punch upside 

down so you can see the centre the flag. 
11. Add all the layers to the card base and pop up the saying with dimensionals. 
12. Add the coloured epoxy accent (it is self-adhesive). 
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Supplies 
 
Stamps: 
138728 Wild about Flowers Photopolymer 
131347 Remembering Your Birthday Wood Mount 
131350 Remembering Your Birthday Clear Mount 
 
Paper:  
131201 Pear Pizzazz (5 ½” x 8 ½”) 
131203 Soft Sky (5 1/8” x 3 7/8”) 
100730 Whisper White (5 x 4”) (4 x ¾”) 
 
Ink: 
131180 Pear Pizzazz 
126953 Old Olive 
126944 Daffodil Delight 
138323 Watermelon Wonder 
133646 Tangelo Twist 
 
Other: 
130919 Hexagon Punch 
137856 Stamping Sponges 
137856 Itty Bitty Accents Epoxy Stickers 
104332 Snail Adhesive 
104430 Dimensionals  
 
Sharpie marker in a light orange or peach 
 


